Interview with Jeff Rathermel, MCBA, USA
Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, November 2008

As out tour continued, through seemingly endless
studios for papermaking, plate-making darkrooms,
letterpress printing, bookbinding, linocut, woodcut,
screenprinting, photopolymer printing, boxmaking,
marbling, cutting, we understood why MCBA’s history
and mission statement includes their aim: “to advance
the book as a vital contemporary art form, preserve the
traditional crafts of bookmaking, inspire diverse artists
and learners and engage audiences in educational,
creative and interpretive experiences”… and “From the
traditional crafts of papermaking, letterpress printing
and bookbinding to experimental artmaking and selfpublishing techniques, MCBA supports the limitless
creative evolution of book arts.”

We visited the Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA)
en-route to Washington at the invitation of MCBA’s
Artistic Director Jeff Rathermel, in November 2008.
As part of our visit we talked to Jeff about the set up at
MCBA, gave a public lecture and ran surgeries for artists’
books over two days at MCBA.
We thought that it would be of interest to include this
report in our write-up as MCBA works on a model that
we feel others could follow – in an ideal word there
would be an MCBA in every city!
Before we had even entered the building we realised
that this was a really special place. As we approached
the entrance, about 20 schoolchildren ages around 6-7
poured out of the doors at 9am, having just finished a
workshop to hand print an alphabet book, making a
letter each. We thought that was impressive, but having
met Jeff to begin a guided tour of the building, we
walked into the studio the children had occupied only
10 minutes previously to find it had been immaculately
cleaned and was ready for the next workshop which
would start in a few minutes for teenagers from another
school. This was just one of the experiences that made
us realise that this artists’ books center was the example
of best practice for working with the book arts for artists,
education and the wider community.

As we passed yet another room, asking Jeff about the
ages of the children we had seen earlier, he showed us
another studio, equipped with a soft floor, for classes
with children and their carers, for the even younger
ages of 2- pre-kindergarten. This he explained, was to
encourage the development of literacy in children form
an early age, through a love of books and all the arts that
surround them. This was the youngest class age we had
ever heard of for book arts!
Teaching children a love of books and book arts is just
one part of the huge amount of work and classes that
occur on a daily basis at the center. Apart from classes
for children of all ages, there are workshops for teachers
– showing them how to use artists’ books for class-related
subjects such as developing arithmetic, motor skills
and literacy for younger children up to making zines
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and self-publishing books for older ones. Adult classes
include anything related to any part of book production
from fine leather bindings to simple folds, papermaking,
printing and journalling. Family classes also range from
card and box making to hand papermaking, accordion
books and printing.

One thing that was obvious was the enthusiasm for the
book in all formats in any member of the team, from
pre-school instructors to the artists who were using the
workshops – to be part of this kind of community which
revolves around a shared passion makes the center an
inspirational place to work or visit. We wished we could
have a similar operation in the UK.

All of the above courses run on a regular basis alongside
MCBA’s artists programmes, which include a funded
mentorship programme, a residency programme, Book
Arts Fellowships, cooperatives and collaborative projects,
a regular programme of exhibitions and sessions with
artists, writers, etc, in the round table sessions. We were
overwhelmed at the amount of activity that goes on; to
timetable all of this each month must be a complicated
task in itself.

The center is funded through a mix of income: corporate
and foundation grants, government grants, individual
donors, membership fees revenue, programme/workshop
fees, sales of artworks and in-kind contributions. Jeff
explained that MCBA part-owns the building it occupies
in the Open Book Building - which focuses on the
literary and book arts. The Open Book Building is
shared by MCBA, Milkweed Editions publishing house,
the Coffee Gallery and The Loft Literary Center, which
runs a programme of creative writing classes, author
readings and resources for the community of readers and
writers (www.openbookmn.org).

The organisations share a book club room, resource
library classrooms and meeting rooms, gallery and
performance hall. MCBA occupies most of the ground
and lower floors, with areas for exhibitions and meetings
alongside the studio workshops, materials and bookshop
and the beautiful, bespoke built reference library which
houses their collection of artists’ books and reference
reading materials on the book arts. The shop provides
a base for bookings and an income from materials, and
also allows them to showcase a stock of c. 150 artists’
books produced at the center, and those of local artists,
reference books and materials. A regular exhibition
programme in their galleries shows works by national
and international artists, as well as touring shows.
Apart from the multitude of artists’ books that must be
created here each year, our favourite book project at
MCBA was their Winter Book. Jeff showed us their most
recent publication of the Winter Book, vispoeologee
an anthology of visual literature — exploring “visual
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poetry, concrete poetry and post-language writing”.
This was their 19th Winter Book, and each publication
brings together artists, designers, papermakers, printers,
bookbinders, interns and community volunteers to create
the edition of a handmade artist’s book, in chapbook,
standard or deluxe formats. Funds are raised for the
center through the book’s sales. You can view examples
of the Winter Books at: www.mnbookarts.org/theshop/
winterbook.html

Sarah – That is a good point. For our reading around
project we asked artists to make works whether physical
books, video or bookworks about the act of reading,
and the German mail artist / book artist Ahlrich van
Ohlen mailed us one page a day in the post for six days,
and these were his six pages of a book, so it was an
accumulation to create the whole.
Jeff – I like the idea of that, and, of course, Bonfire
of the Vanities was first presented as chapter-based in
Vanity Fair, a recent example of a long tradition. I think
people wonder about e-books in terms of community.
Some believe they facilitate isolationism. I see their great
strength as fostering democratic distribution. What if
Wikipedia were an interactive artist’s book that people
could continue to add to? The notion of continuously
evolving content is an interesting concept.
Tom – So there’s nothing digital that you wouldn’t
consider to be a book?
Jeff – I think the primary consideration involves
sequence and the degree to which the viewer/reader is
involved. To get real ‘bookishness’ in a digital book you
need to give the viewer/ reader a lot of control.
A passively viewed streaming image of a book unfolding
may work in some situations, but to fully function as
a book you need to allow the viewer/ reader to really
play around with sequence, with timing, and all of those
aspects that make the book format so engaging. (1)

During our visit we asked Jeff how he felt about the rise
of technology and e-books, as the Artistic Director of a
center which very much celebrates the handmade and
support traditional means of printing and bookbinding.
Jeff ’s answer was very much in keeping with the inclusive
spirit of MCBA’s intent of embracing all forms of the
book arts.

MCBA is an inclusive organisation, which consistently
involves the local and regional community in their book
arts programmes, and we received a warm welcome
from staff and artists working in the studios. If you are
in the area you should visit, and if not then do visit their
information packed website: www.mnbookarts.org

Jeff – When people ask me “is this a book?” I tell them
I look for the fundamentals: a contained narrative
presented in relationship to sequence. It can be digital or
physical. By container, I’m referring to the environment
within which the work exists. So if it is an e-book, it
exists within a screen or a projection. Or I suppose if
you wanted to think about it in a really general way,
it might exist within the whole stream of the web.
There are similarities between e-books and mail art
publications. They just involve different methods of
delivery. I think that the questions people have with
e-books are the same questions people had, or still have,
with mail art. How can something so ephemeral exist
as a book? Whether it’s a group or if it’s a series,
I believe they can, but much depends on the artist’s
original intent.

Note 1. In an aside to Jeff ’s comments about allowing the
reader control and interaction with e-books, there was an
observation in the letters page of The Guardian newspaper
(30/01/10) from a correspondent Chris Marshall about
the recent launch of the iPad in an attempt to corner
the e-book market. “…but no mention of the needs
of the critical reader. Will the iPad let you underline
sections and make notes in the margins? That would be
fantastic.” It would be great if viewers and readers could
interact with artists’ e-books in this manner.
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